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7.0. Introduction
We consider the following general problem: let F be a known field with absolute
Galois group GF . Let K be a field with GK ≃ GF . What can be deduced about the
arithmetic structure of K?
As a prototype of this kind of questions we recall the celebrated Artin–Schreier
theorem: GK ≃ GR if and only if K is real closed. Likewise, the fields K with
GK ≃ GE for some finite extension E of Qp are the p-adically closed fields (see
[Ne], [P1], [E1], [K]). Here we discuss the following two cases:
1. K is a higher global field
2. K is a higher local field
7.1. Higher global fields
We call a field finitely generated (or a higher global field) if it is finitely generated
over its prime subfield. The (proven) 0-dimensional case of Grothendieck’s anabelian
conjecture ([G1], [G2]) can be stated as follows:
Let K,F be finitely generated infinite fields. Any isomorphism GK ≃ GF is induced
in a functorial way by an (essentially unique) isomorphism of the algebraic closures of
K and F .
This statement was proven:
• by Neukirch [Ne] for finite normal extensions of Q;
• by Iwasawa (unpublished) and Uchida [U1–3] (following Ikeda [I]) for all global
fields;
• by Pop [P2] and Spiess [S] for function fields in one variable over Q;
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• by Pop ([P3–5]) in general.
For recent results on the 1-dimensional anabelian conjecture – see the works of
Mochizuki [M], Nakamura [N] and Tamagawa [T].
7.2. Earlier approaches
Roughly speaking, the above proofs in the 0-dimensional case are divided into a local
part and a global part. To explain the local part, define the Kronecker dimension
dim(K) of a field K as trdeg(K/Fp) if char (K) = p > 0, and as trdeg(K/Q) + 1
if char (K) = 0. Now let v be a Krull valuation on K (not necessarily discrete or
of rank 1 ) with residue field Kv . It is called 1-defectless if dim K = dim Kv + 1.
The main result of the local theory is the following local correspondence: given an
isomorphism ϕ:GK →˜GF , a closed subgroup Z of GK is the decomposition group
of some 1-defectless valuation v on K if and only if ϕ(Z) is the decomposition
group of some 1-defectless valuation v′ on F . The ‘global theory’ then combines the
isomorphisms between the corresponding decomposition fields to construct the desired
isomorphism of the algebraic closures (see [P5] for more details).
The essence of the local correspondence is clearly the detection of valuations on
a field K just from the knowledge of the group-theoretic structure of GK . In the
earlier approaches this was done by means of various Hasse principles; i.e., using the
injectivity of the map
H(K) →
∏
v∈S
H(Khv )
for some cohomological functor H and some set S of non-trivial valuations on K ,
where Khv is the henselization of K with respect to v. Indeed, if this map is injective
and H(K) 6= 0 then H(Khv ) 6= 0 for at least one v ∈ S . In this way one finds
“arithmetically interesting" valuations on K .
In the above-mentioned works the local correspondence was proved using known
Hasse principles for:
(1) Brauer groups over global fields (Brauer, Hasse, Noether);
(2) Brauer groups over function fields in one variable over local fields (Witt, Tate,
Lichtenbaum, Roquette, Sh. Saito, Pop);
(3) H3(GK ,Q/Z(2)) over function fields in one variable over Q (Kato, Jannsen).
Furthermore, in his proof of the 0-dimensional anabelian conjecture in its general case,
Pop uses a model-theoretic technique to transfer the Hasse principles in (2) to a more
general context of conservative function fields in one variable over certain henselian
valued fields. More specifically, by a deep result of Kiesler–Shelah, a property is
elementary in a certain language (in the sense of the first-order predicate calculus)
if and only if it is preserved by isomorphisms of models in the language, and both
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the property and its negation are preserved by nonprincipal ultrapowers. It turns out
that in an appropriate setting, the Hasse principle for the Brauer groups satisfies these
conditions, hence has an elementary nature. One can now apply model-completeness
results on tame valued fields by F.-V. Kuhlmann [Ku].
This led one to the problem of finding an algebraic proof of the local correspondence,
i.e., a proof which does not use non-standard arguments (see [S, p. 115]; other model-
theoretic techniques which were earlier used in the global theory of [P2] were replaced
by Spiess in [S] by algebraic ones).
We next explain how this can indeed be done (see [E3] for details and proofs).
7.3. Construction of valuations from K -theory
Our algebraic approach to the local correspondence is based on a K -theoretic (yet
elementary) construction of valuations, which emerged in the early 1980’s in the context
of quadratic form theory (in works of Jacob [J], Ware [W], Arason–Elman–Jacob
[AEJ], Hwang–Jacob [HJ]; see the survey [E2]). We also mention here the alternative
approaches to such constructions by Bogomolov [B] and Koenigsmann [K]. The main
result of (the first series of) these constructions is:
Theorem 1. Let p be a prime number and let E be a field. Assume that char (E) 6= p
and that 〈−1, E∗p〉 6 T 6 E∗ is an intermediate group such that:
(a) for all x ∈ E∗ \ T and y ∈ T \ E∗p one has {x, y} 6= 0 in K2(E)
(b) for all x, y ∈ E∗ which are Fp -linearly independent mod T one has {x, y} 6= 0
in K2(E).
Then there exists a valuation v on E with value group Γv such that:
(i) char (Ev) 6= p;
(ii) dim Fp (Γv/p) > dim Fp (E∗/T )− 1;
(iii) either dim Fp (Γv/p) = dim Fp(E∗/T ) or Ev 6= Epv .
In particular we have:
Corollary. Let p be a prime number and let E be a field. Suppose that char (E) 6= p,
−1 ∈ E∗p , and that the natural symbolic map induces an isomorphism
∧2(E∗/E∗p) →˜K2(E)/p.
Then there is a valuation v on E such that
(i) char (Ev) 6= p;
(ii) dim Fp (Γv/p) > dim Fp (E∗/E∗p)− 1;
(iii) either dim Fp (Γv/p) = dim Fp(E∗/E∗p) or Ev 6= Epv .
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We remark that the construction used in the proof of Theorem 1 is of a completely
explicit and elementary nature. Namely, one chooses a certain intermediate group
T 6 H 6 E∗ with (H : T )|p and denotes
O− =
{
x ∈ E \H : 1− x ∈ T
}
, O+ =
{
x ∈ H : xO− ⊂ O−
}
.
It turns out that O = O−∪O+ is a valuation ring on E , and the corresponding valuation
v is as desired.
The second main ingredient is the following henselianity criterion proven in [E1]:
Proposition 1. Let p be a prime number and let (E, v) be a valued field with char (Ev) 6=
p, such that the maximal pro- p Galois group G
Ev
(p) of Ev is infinite. Suppose that
sup E′ rk(GE′(p)) <∞
with E′ ranging over all finite separable extensions of E . Then v is henselian.
Here the rank rk(G) of a profinite group G is its minimal number of (topological)
generators.
After translating the Corollary to the Galois-theoretic language using Kummer theory
and the Merkur’ev–Suslin theorem and using Proposition 1 we obtain:
Proposition 2. Let p be a prime number and let E be a field such that char (E) 6= p.
Suppose that for every finite separable extension E′ of E one has
(1) H1(GE′ ,Z/p) ≃ (Z/p)n+1;
(2) H2(GE′ ,Z/p) ≃ ∧2H1(GE′ ,Z/p) via the cup product;
(3) dim Fp (Γu/p) 6 n for every valuation u on E′ .
Then there exists a henselian valuation v on E such that char (Ev) 6= p and
dim Fp (Γv/p) = n.
7.4. A Galois characterization of 1-defectless valuations
For a field L and a prime number p, we recall that the virtual p-cohomological
dimension vcdp(GL) is the usual p-cohomological dimension cdp(GL) if char (L) 6= 0
and is vcdp(GL(√−1)) if char (L) = 0.
Definition. Let p be a prime number and let L be a field with n = dim L < ∞ and
char (L) 6= p. We say that L is p-divisorial if there exist subfields L ⊂ E ⊂M ⊂ Lsep
such that
(a) M/L is Galois;
(b) every p-Sylow subgroup of GM is isomorphic to Zp;
(c) the virtual p-cohomological dimension vcdp(GL) of GL is n + 1;
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(d) either n = 1 or Gal(M/L) has no non-trivial closed normal pro-soluble subgroups;
(e) for every finite separable extension E′/E one has
H1(GE′ ,Z/p) ≃ (Z/p)n+1, H2(GE′ ,Z/p) ≃ ∧2H1(GE′ ,Z/p)
via the cup product.
The main result is now:
Theorem 2 ([E3]). Let p be a prime number and let K be a finitely generated field
of characteristic different from p. Let L be an algebraic extension of K . Then the
following conditions are equivalent:
(i) there exists a 1-defectless valuation v on K such that L = Khv ;
(ii) L is a minimal p-divisorial separable algebraic extension of K .
Idea of proof. Suppose first that v is a 1-defectless valuation on K . Take L = Khv
and let M be a maximal unramified extension of L. Also let w be a valuation on K
such that Γw ≃ Zdim (K) , char (Kw) 6= p, and such that the corresponding valuation
rings satisfy Ow ⊂ Ov . Let Khw be a henselization of (K,w) containing L and take
E = Khw(µp) (E = Khw(µ4) if p = 2 ). One shows that L is p-divisorial with respect
to this tower of of extensions.
Conversely, suppose that L is p-divisorial, and let L ⊂ E ⊂ M ⊂ Lsep be a
tower of extensions as in the definition above. Proposition 2 gives rise to a henselian
valuation w on E such that char (Ew) 6= p and dim Fp (Γw/p) = dim (K). Let w0 be
the unique valuation on E of rank 1 such that Ow0⊃Ow , and let u be its restriction to
L. The unique extension uM of w0 to M is henselian. Since M/L is normal, every
extension of u to M is conjugate to uM , hence is also henselian. By a classical result
of F.-K. Schmidt, the non-separably closed field M can be henselian with respect to at
most one valuation of rank 1. Conclude that u is henselian as well. One then shows
that it is 1-defectless.
The equivalence of (i) and (ii) now follows from these two remarks, and a further
application of F.-K. Schmidt’s theorem.
The local correspondence now follows from the observation that condition (ii) of
the Theorem is actually a condition on the closed subgroup GL of the profinite group
GK (note that dim(L) = vcd(GK)− 1 ).
7.5. Higher local fields
Here we report on a joint work with Fesenko [EF].
An analysis similar to the one sketched in the case of higher global fields yields:
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Theorem 3 ([EF]). Let F be an n-dimensional local field. Suppose that the canonical
valuation on F of rank n has residue characteristic p. Let K be a field such that
GK ≃ GF . Then there is a henselian valuation v on K such that Γv/l ≃ (Z/l)n for
every prime number l 6= p and such that char (Kv) = p or 0.
Theorem 4 ([EF]). Let q = pr be a prime power and let K be a field with
GK ≃ GFq((t)) . Then there is a henselian valuation v on K such that
(1) Γv/l ≃ Z/l for every prime number l 6= p;
(2) char (Kv) = p;
(3) the maximal prime-to- p Galois group G
Kv
(p′) of Kv is isomorphic to
∏
l6=p Zl;
(4) if char (K) = 0 then Γv = pΓv and Kv is perfect.
Moreover, for every positive integer d there exist valued fields (K, v) as in Theorem
4 with characteristic p and for which Γv/p ≃ (Z/p)d . Likewise there exist examples
with Γv ≃ Z, GKv 6≃ ˆZ and Kv imperfect, as well as examples with char (K) = 0.
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